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Abstract—Side-channel attacks allow adversaries to infer sensitive information from non-functional characteristics. Prior sidechannel detection work is able to identify numerous potential
vulnerabilities. However, in practice, many such vulnerabilities
leak a negligible amount of sensitive information, and thus
developers are often reluctant to address them. Existing tools
do not provide information to evaluate a leak’s severity, such as
the number of leaked bits.
To address this issue, we propose a new program analysis
method to precisely quantify the leaked information in a singletrace attack through side-channels. It can identify covert information flows in programs that expose confidential information
and can reason about security flaws that would otherwise be
difficult, if not impossible, for a developer to find. We model an
attacker’s observation of each leakage site as a constraint. We
use symbolic execution to generate these constraints and then
run Monte Carlo sampling to estimate the number of leaked bits
for each leakage site. By applying the Central Limit Theorem,
we provide an error bound for these estimations.
We have implemented the technique in a tool called Abacus,
which not only finds very fine-grained side-channel vulnerabilities but also estimates how many bits are leaked. Abacus
outperforms existing dynamic side-channel detection tools in
performance and accuracy. We evaluate Abacus on OpenSSL,
mbedTLS, Libgcrypt, and Monocypher. Our results demonstrate
that most reported vulnerabilities are difficult to exploit in
practice and should be de-prioritized by developers. We also find
several sensitive vulnerabilities that are missed by the existing
tools. We confirm those vulnerabilities with manual checks and
by contacting the developers.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Side channels are ubiquitous in modern computer systems
as sensitive information can leak through many mechanisms
such as power, electromagnetic radiation, and even sound [1]–
[5]. Among them, software side-channel attacks, such as cache
attacks, memory page attacks, and controlled-channel attacks,
are especially problematic as they do not require physical
proximity [6]–[11]. These attacks arises from shared microarchitectural components in a computer processor. By observing inadvertent interactions between two programs, attackers
can infer program execution flows that manipulate secrets and
guess secrets such as encryption keys [12]–[15].
Many side-channel attacks originate in two code patterns:
data flow from secrets to load addresses and data flow from
secrets to branch conditions. We refer to them as secretdependent data accesses and control flows, respectively.
Recent work [14], [16]–[20] can detect many side-channel
vulnerabilities. For example, DATA [16] reports 2,248 potential leakage sites for the RSA implementation in OpenSSL
1.1.0f. Further analysis shows 1,510 leaks can be dismissed.
But that leaves 460 data-access leaks and 278 control-flow

leaks. Many of these vulnerabilities have not been fixed by
developers for a variety of reasons. First, some vulnerable
implementations perform better. For example, RSA implementations usually adopt the CRT optimization, which is faster but
vulnerable to fault attacks [21]. Second, fixing vulnerabilities
can introduce new weaknesses. Third, most vulnerabilities
pose a negligible risk. Although some vulnerabilities result
in the key being entirely compromised [21], [22], many
others are less severe in reality. Therefore, we need a proper
quantification metric to assess the sensitivity of side-channel
vulnerabilities, so a developer can efficiently triage them.
Previous work [20], [23] can identify numerous leakages
or even provide an upper bound on the amount of leakage,
which is useful to verify that an implementation is secure
if it incurs zero leakage. However, these techniques cannot
quantify the severity of a leak because they over approximate
the leakage. For example, CacheAudit [20] reports that the
upper-bound leakage of AES-128 exceeds the original key
size. Besides, existing side-channel quantification work [20],
[23] assumes an attacker runs the target program multiple
times with different input secrets and calculates an “average”
estimation, which is different from real attack scenarios when
the secret that an attacker wants to retrieve is fixed. As a
consequence, those results are less useful to assess the severity
level of each leakage site.
To overcome these limitations, we propose a novel method
to quantify information leakage precisely. We quantify the
number of bits that can leak during a real execution and
define the amount of leaked information as the cardinality
of possible secrets based on an attacker’s observation. Before
an attack, an adversary has a large but finite input space.
Whenever the adversary observes a leakage site, they can
eliminate some impossible inputs and reduce the input space’s
size. In an extreme case, if the input space’s size reduces
to one, an adversary has determined the input, which means
all secret information (e.g., the entire secret key) is leaked.
By counting the number of inputs [24], we can quantify
the information leakage precisely. We use symbolic execution to generate constraints to model the relation between
the original sensitive input and an attacker’s observations.
Symbolic execution provides fine-grained information, but it
is expensive to compute. Therefore, prior dynamic symbolic
execution work [14], [18], [19] either analyzes only small
programs or applies domain knowledge [14] to simplify the
analysis. We examine the bottleneck of the trace-oriented
symbolic execution and optimize it to work for real-world
crypto-systems.

unsigned long long r;
int secret[32];
...
while(i>0){
r = (r * r) % n;
if(secret[--i] == 1)
r = (r * x) % n;
}

static char FSb[256] =
...
uint32_t a = *RK++ ^ \
(FSb[(secret)) ^
(FSb[(secret >> 8)] <<
(FSb[(secret >>16)] <<
(FSb[(secret >>24)] <<
...

Figure 1: Secret-dependent
control-flow transfers

Figure 2: Secret-dependent
data accesses

of control transfers or data accesses when it processes different
sensitive inputs, the program may be vulnerable to sidechannel attacks. Different side-channels can be exploited to
retrieve information at various granularities. For example,
cache side channels observe cache accesses at the level of
cache sets [11], cache lines [22], or finer granularities [27],
[28]. Other types of side-channels, such as controlled-channel
attack [6], can observe the memory accesses at the granularity
of memory pages.

{...}
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We have implemented the proposed technique in a tool
called Abacus and demonstrated it on real-world crypto libraries, including OpenSSL, mbedTLS, Libgcrypt, and Monocypher. We collect execution traces of these libraries and apply
symbolic execution to each instruction. We model each sidechannel leak as a logic formula. These formulas precisely
model side-channel vulnerabilities. Then we use the conjunction of those formulas to model the leaks at a statement that appears in different location in the execution trace file (e.g., leaks
inside a loop). Finally, we introduce a Monte Carlo sampling
method to estimate the information leakage. The experimental
results confirm that Abacus precisely identifies previously
known vulnerabilities and reports how much information is
leaked and which byte in the original sensitive buffer is leaked.
We also test Abacus on side-channel-free algorithms. Abacus
produces no false positives. The result also shows the newer
version of crypto libraries leak less information than earlier
versions. Abacus also discovers new vulnerabilities. With the
help of Abacus, we confirm that some of these vulnerabilities
are severe.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We propose a novel method that can quantify fine-grained
leaked information from side-channel vulnerabilities that
result from actual attack scenarios. Our approach differs from previous ones in that we model real attack
scenarios for one execution. We model the information
quantification problem as a counting problem and use a
Monte Carlo sampling method to estimate the information
leakage.
• We implement the method into a tool and apply it to
several pieces of real software. Abacus successfully
identifies previous unknown and known side-channel vulnerabilities and calculates the corresponding information
leakage. Our results are useful in practice. The leakage
estimates and the corresponding trigger inputs can help
developers to triage and fix the vulnerabilities.

B. Exisiting Information Leakage Quantification
Information theory [29] tells us that if an event e that occurs
with the probability p(e), we receive
I = − log2 p(e)
bits of information by knowing the event e happened. Considering a char variable a, with one byte size in a C program,
its possible values range from 0 to 255. If we observe a
equals 1, without prior domain knowledge, the probability of
1
1
. So, we obtain − log( 256
) = 8 bits
this observation is 256
of information, which is exactly the size of a char variable.
Existing work on information leakage quantification typically
use Shannon entropy [17], [30], min-entropy [31], or maxentropy [20], [32]. In these frameworks, the input sensitive
information K is considered to be a random variable.
Let k be one of the possible value of K. The Shannon
entropy H(K) is defined as
X
H(K) = −
p(k) log2 (p(k))
k∈K

Shannon entropy can be used to quantify the initial uncertainty about sensitive information. It measures the amount of
information in a system.
Min-entropy describes the information leaks for a program
in terms of its most likely input. For example, min-entropy can
be used to describe the highest chance of success in guessing
a password by using the most common password.
min-entropy = − log2 (pmax )
Max-entropy is defined solely on the number of possible
observations.
max -entropy = − log2 n
As it is easy to compute, most recent works [20], [32] use maxentropy as the definition of the amount of leaked information.

II. BACKGROUND AND T HREAT M ODEL

C. Threat Model

A. Address-based Side-channels

We assume that an attacker shares the same hardware platform with the target. The attacker attempts to retrieve sensitive
information through address-based side-channel attacks. The
attacker has no direct access to the target’s memory or cache,
but it can probe its memory or cache at each program point. In
reality, the attacker will face many possible obstacles such as
the noisy observations of the memory or cache. However, for
this project, we assume the attacker has noise-free observations
as in previous work [14], [18], [20]. The threat model captures

Side channels leak sensitive information unintentionally
through different execution behaviors caused by shared hardware components (e.g., CPU cache, TLB, and DRAM) in
modern computer systems [10]–[12], [22], [22], [25], [26].
The key intuition is that many of those side-channel attacks
happen when a program accesses different memory addresses
depending on the values in sensitive inputs. As shown in
Figure 1 and Figure 2, if a program executes different patterns
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most cache-based and memory-based side-channel attacks. We
only consider deterministic programs and assume an attacker
has access to the source code or binary executable of the target
program.

the program multiple times with many different or random
sensitive inputs. As shown in Figure 4 (a), both Shannon
entropy and max-entropy give an “average” estimate of the
information leakage. However, generating random inputs is
not the typical scenario for an adversary launching a sidechannel attack. In a typical attack, the adversary wants to
retrieve sensitive information, which is typically fixed (e.g.,
AES keys). The adversary performs their attack over and over
again with fixed input and guess the value bit by bit (e.g.,
Kocher’s timing attacks [36]), as in Figure 4 (b). We need a
theory for dynamic analysis that says an attack leaks x bits of
secret information, where x is useful in estimating the sensitive
level of the vulnerability. However, all previous methods fail
for real attack models. This is the first challenge we face
(Challenge C1).

III. A BACUS : P RECISE S IDE -C HANNEL A NALYSIS
In this section, we discuss how Abacus quantifies the
amount of leaked information. We first present the limitation of
existing quantification metrics. Then, we introduce our model,
the mathematical notation used in the paper, and our method.
A. Problem Setting
Existing static side-channel quantification works [17], [20],
[33], [34] define information leakage using max entropy
or Shannon entropy. If zero bits of information leakage is
reported, a program is secure. However, when a tool using
these metrics reports leakage, it is the “average” leakage. In a
real attack, the leakage could be dramatically different.
1
2
3
4
5

char key[9] = input();
if(strcmp(key, "password"))
pass();
else
fail();

B. Notation
In the section, we give necessary definitions and notation
for dealing with programs and side-channels. We use capital
letters (e.g., A) to represent a set. |A| represents the cardinality
of set A. We use corresponding lower case letters to represent
one element of the set (e.g., a ∈ A).
We assume a program (β) has K as its sensitive input.
K should be a finite set of keys. The program also takes
known messages M as its input. During an AES encryption,
for example, β is the encryption function. K is the set of all
possible AES keys, and M represents the set consisting of
all plaintext messages to be encrypted. In a real execution, an
adversary may have some observations (O) of the program.
Examples of those observations include timing, CPU usages,
and electromagnetic signals (EM). This paper only uses secretdependent control flows and secret-dependent data accesses as
observations.
With the above definition, we have the following mapping
between β, K, M , and O:

// leakage site C
// branch 1
// branch 2

Figure 3: A dummy password checker
Consider a password checker sketched in Figure 3. The
password checker takes an 8-byte char array (exclude NULL
character) and checks if the input is the correct password. If
an attacker uses a side-channel attack to determine that the
code executes branch {1}, they can infer the password equals
to “password”, in which case the attacker retrieves the full
password. Therefore, the total leaked information should be
64 bits, which equals to the size of the original sensitive input
when the code executes branch 1.
However, prior static approaches cannot precisely capture
the amount of leakage. According to the definition of Shan64
non entropy, the leakage will be 2164 ∗ log2 2164 + 2 264−1 ∗
64
log2 2 264−1 ≈ 0 bits. Max-entropy is defined from the number of possible observations. Because the program has two
branches, tools based on max-entropy will report the code has
a log2 2 = 1 bit leakage.
Random Key (K)

Fixed Key (K)

Target Program (P)

Target Program (P)

Observation (O)

(a) Previous Model

β(K, M ) → O
We model a side-channel in the following way. An adversary
does not have access to K, but he knows β, M , and O. For one
execution of a deterministic program, once k ∈ K and m ∈ M
are fixed, the observation (o ∈ O) should also be determined.
An attacker knows β, o, and m. The attacker wants to infer the
value of k. We use K o to denote the set of possible k values
that produce the same observation: K o = {k ∈ K | β(k, m) →
o}
Then the problem of quantifying the amount of leaked
information can be restated as the following question:
How much uncertainty of K is reduced if an attacker knows
β, m, and o?

Observation (O)

(b) Real Attack

Figure 4: The gap between a real attack and previous models

C. Theoretical Analysis (Solution to Challenge C1)

Both approaches fail to tell how much information is leaked
during the actual execution. The problem [35] with existing
methods is that their approaches do not consider input values
and real runtime information. They assume an attacker runs

In information theory, the mutual information (I) is a
measure of the mutual dependence between two variables. We
use I to describe the dependence between original sensitive
keys (K) and attackers’ observations (O), which is defined as:
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I(K; O) =

XX

p(k, o) log2

k∈K o∈O

p(k, o)
p(k)p(o)

The above definition can be understood in an intuitive way.
Suppose an attacker guesses a 128-bit encryption key. Without
any domain knowledge, they can find the key by performing an
exhaustive search over 2128 possible keys. However, assume
the program has a side-channel leakage site. After the program
finishes execution, the attacker has some observations and only
needs to find the key by performing an exhaustive search over
2120 possible keys. Then, we say that 8 bits of the information
is leaked. In this example, 2128 is the size of K and 2120 is
the size of K o .
With this definition, if an attacker observes that the code
1
in Figure 3 executes branch 1, then K o = {“password”}.
Therefore, the information leakage LP (k)=o1 = log2 264 −
log2 1 = 64 bits, which means the key is entirely leaked.
If the attacker observes the code hits branch 2, the leaked
information is LP (k)=o2 = log2 264 − log2 (264 − 1) ≈ 0 bits.
As the size of input-sensitive information is usually public,
the problem of quantifying the leaked information is equivalent
to the problem of estimating the size of input key |K o | under
the condition o ∈ O.

(1)

where p(k, o) is the joint probability mass function of K
and O. Alternatively, the mutual information can also be
equivalently expressed as:
I(K; O) = H(K) − H(K|O)

(2)

H(K|O) is the entropy of K under the condition O. It
quantifies the uncertainty of K, given the value of O. In other
words, the conditional entropy H(K|O) marks the uncertainty
about K after an adversary has made observations O.
X
X
H(K|O) = −
p(o)
p(k|o) log2 p(k|o)
(3)
o∈O

k∈K

In this project, we hope for a very precise definition of information leakages. Suppose an attacker runs the target program
with one input, we want to know how much information they
can infer by observing the memory access patterns (o). We
come to the simple formulation [31], [37] that

D. Our Conceptual Framework

Information leakage =

We now discuss how to model observations (O), which are
the direct information that an adversary can obtain during a
side-channel attack.
During an execution, a program (β) has many temporary
values (ti ∈ T ). Once β (program), k (secret), and m (message, public) are determined, ti is also fixed (for deterministic
programs). Therefore, ti = fi (β, k, m), where fi is a function
that maps between ti and (β, k, m).
In the paper, we consider two code patterns that can
be exploited to infer sensitive information by an attacker,
secret-dependent control transfers and secret-dependent data
accesses.
1) Secret-dependent Control Transfers: A control-flow path
is secret-dependent if different input-sensitive keys (K) can
lead to different branch conditions. We define a branch to be
secret-dependent if:

Initial uncertainty − Remaining uncertainty.
Next, we compare the Eq. (2) with the above formulation,
we find H(K) is the Initial uncertainty and H(K|O) is
Remaining uncertainty. During a real attack, the observation
(o) is known. Thus we have H(K|O) = H(K|o). Therefore,
we define the amount of leaked information as
Leakage = H(K) − H(K|o)
For a program (β) without any domain information, all
possible sensitive inputs appear equally likely. Therefore, for
1
. We have
any k ∈ K, p(k) = |K|
H(K) =

X 1
log2 |K| = log2 |K|
|K|

k∈K

For any k 0 ∈ K \ K o , p(k 0 |o) = 0. We get
X
H(K; o) = −
p(k|o) log2 p(k|o)

∃ki1 , ki2 ∈ K, fi (β, ki1 , m) 6= fi (β, ki2 , m)
An adversary can observe which branch the code executes
if the branch condition equals tb . We use the constraint
ci : fi (β, k, m) = tb to model the observation (o) on secretdependent control-transfers.
2) Secret-dependent Data Accesses: Similar to secretdependent control-flow transfers, a data access operation is
secret-dependent if different input sensitive keys (K) cause
access to different memory addresses. We use the model from
CacheD [14]. The low L bits of the address are generally
unimportant in side-channels.
A data access is secret-dependent if:

k∈K o

X

−

p(k 0 |o) log2 p(k 0 |o)

k‘∈(K\K o )

=

X
k∈K o

1
log2 |K o |
|K o |

= log2 |K o |
Definition 1. Given a program β with the input set K, an
adversary has the observation o when the input k∈K o . We
denote it as
β(K o , m) → o

∃ki1 , ki2 ∈ K, fi (β, ki1 , m) >> L 6= fi (β, ki2 , m) >> L

The amount of leaked information Lβ(k)→o based on the
observation (o) is

If the memory access equals to tb , we can use the constraint
ci : fi (β, k, m) >> L = tb >> L to model the observation
of a secret-dependent data access.

Lβ(k)→o = log2 |K| − log2 |K o |
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Table I: The number of x86, REIL IR, and VEX IR instructions
on the traces of crypto programs.

IV. S CALING TO R EAL - WORLD C RYPTO S YSTEMS
In the previous section, we propose an information leakage
definition for realistic attack scenarios to model two types
of address-based side-channel leakages and showed how to
quantify them by calculating the number of input keys (K o )
that satisfy the formulas. Intuitively, we can use symbolic
execution to capture math formulas and model counting to
obtain the number of satisfying input keys (K o ). However,
preliminary experiments showed that this approach was far too
expensive to use with real-world applications. In this section,
we discuss the bottlenecks in this approach and propose a
practical solution.
In general, Abacus faces the following performance challenges in scaling to production-system crypto analysis.
• Symbolic execution (Challenge C2)
o
• Counting the number of items in K (Challenge C3)

AES OpenSSL 0.9.7
DES OpenSSL 0.9.7
RSA OpenSSL 0.9.7
RSA mbedTLS 2.5

Number of
x86 Instructions
1, 704
2, 976
1.6 ∗ 107
2.2 ∗ 107

Number of
VEX IR
23, 938 (15x)
41, 897 (15x)
2.4 ∗ 108 (15x)
3.1 ∗ 108 (15x)

Number of
REIL IR
62, 045 (36x)
100, 365 (33x)
5.9 ∗ 108 (37x)
8.6 ∗ 108 (39x)

also adopted a similar approach to speed up fuzzing. Our
implementation differs from that work in two aspects: 1) We
use complete constraints. 2) We run the symbolic execution on
one execution path each time. Our approach is approximately
30 times faster than using an IR (transferring ISA into IR and
symbolically executing it).
2) Constraint Solving: As discussed in §III-D, the problem
of identifying side-channels can be reduced to the question:
Can we find two different input variables k1 , k2 ∈ K
that satisfy the formula fa (k1 ) 6= fa (k2 )?
Existing approaches rely on satisfiability modulo theories
(SMT) solvers (e.g., Z3 [45]) to find satisfying assignments
to k1 and k2 . While this is a universal approach to solving
constraints, for constraints of this form, using custom heuristics and testing is much more efficient in practice. Constraint
solving is a decision problem expressed in logic formulas.
SMT solvers transfer the SMT formula into the boolean
conjunctive normal form (CNF) and feed it into the internal
boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) solver. The translation
process, called “bit blasting”, is time-consuming. Also, as the
SAT problem is a well-known NP-complete problem, it is hard
to deal when it comes to practical uses with huge formulas.
Despite the rapid improvement in SMT solvers in recent years,
constraint solving remains one of the obstacles to scaling the
analysis of real-world crypto-systems.
Our Solution: Instead of feeding the formula fa (k1 ) 6=
fa (k2 ) into a SMT solver, we randomly pick k1 , k2 ∈ K and
test them if they satisfy the formula. Our solution is based
on the following intuition. For most combination of (k1 , k2 ),
fa (k1 ) 6= fa (k2 ). As long as fa is not a constant function,
such k1 , k2 must exist. For example, suppose each time we
only have 5% chance to find such k1 , k2 , then after we test
with different input combination with 100 times, we have 1 −
(1 − 0.05)100 = 99.6% chance find such k1 , k2 . This type of
random algorithm works well for our problem.

A. Trace-oriented Symbolic Execution
Symbolic execution is notorious for its high performance
cost. Previous trace-oriented symbolic execution work [14],
[35] has serious performance bottlenecks. As a result, these
approaches either apply only to small programs [35] or require domain knowledge [38] to simplify the analysis. We
implement the approach presented in §III and model the
side-channels as formulas. While the tools can analyze some
simple cases such as AES, it cannot handle complicated
examples such as RSA. We observe that finding side-channels
using symbolic execution differs from traditional symbolic
execution, and it can be optimized to be as efficient as other
methods.
1) Interpret Instructions Symbolically: Existing binary
analysis frameworks [39]–[41] translate machine instructions
into intermediate languages (IR) to simplify analysis since the
variety of machine instructions is enormous, and their semantics is complex. The Intel Developer Manual [42] documents
more than 1000 different x86 instructions. Unfortunately, the
IR layer, which reduces the workload of these tools, is not
suitable for side-channels analysis because IR-based or source
code side-channels analyses do not represent the executed
instructions accurate enough to analyze fully their control
and memory accesses. For example, a compiler may use
conditional moves or bitwise operations to eliminate branches.
Also, as some IRs are not a superset or a subset of ISA, it is
hard to rule out conditional jumps introduced by IR and add
real branches eliminated by IR transformations.
Moreover, the IR causes significant overhead [43]. Translating machine instructions into IR is time-consuming. For
example, REIL IR [44], adopted in CacheS [19], has multiple
transform processes, from binary to VEX IR, BAP IR, and
finally REIL IR. Also, IR increases the total number of instructions. For example, x86 instruction test eax, eax transfers
into 18 REIL IR instructions.
Our Solution: We abandoned IR and expended the effort
to implement symbolic execution directly on x86 instructions.
Table I shows that eliminating the IR reduces the number of
instructions examined during analysis. Previous works [43]

B. Counting the Solutions
In this section, we present the algorithm to calculate the
information leakage based on Definition 1 (§III), answering
to Challenge C3.
1) Problem Statement: For each leakage site, we model
it with a constraint using the method presented in §III-D.
Suppose the address of the leakage site is ξi , we use cξi to
denote the constraint that models its side-channel leakage.
According to the Definition 1, to calculate the amount of
leaked information, the key is to calculate the cardinality of
K o . Suppose an attacker can observe n leakage sites, and each
leakage site has the following constraints: cξ1 , cξ2 , . . . , cξn
respectively. The total leakage can be calculated from the
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constraint ct (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξn ) = cξ1 ∧ cξ2 ∧ . . . ∧ cξn . A simple
method is to pick elements k from K and check if an element
is also contained in K o . Assume q elements satisfy this
condition. In expectation, we can use kq to approximate the
|K|
value of |K
o| .
However, the above sampling method fails in practice due
to the following two problems:
1) The curse of dimensionality problem. ct (ξ1 , . . . , ξn ) is
the conjunction of many constraints. Therefore, the input
variables of each constraints will also be the input
variables of the ct (ξ1 , . . . , ξn ). The sampling method
fails as n grows.
2) The number of satisfying assignments could be exponentially small. According to Chernoff bound, we need
exponentially many samples to get a tight bound.
However, despite above two problems, we also observe two
characteristics of the problem:
1) ct (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξn ) is the conjunction of several short constraints cξi . The set containing the input variables of cξi
is the subset of the input variables of ct (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξn ).
Some constraints have completely different input variables from other constraints.
2) Each time when we sample ct (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξn ) with a
point, the sampling result is Satisfied or not Not Satisfied.
The outcome does not depend on the result of previous
experiments. Also, as the amount of leaked information
is calculated by a log function, we need not exactly count
the number of solutions for a given constraint.
In regard to the above problems, we present our methods.
First, we split ct (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξn ) into several independent constraint groups. After that, we run a multi-step sampling method
for each constraint.
2) Maximum Independent Partition: For a constraint cξi ,
we define function π, which maps the constraint into a set of
different input symbols. For example, π(k1 + k2 > 128) =
{k1, k2}.

g1 : (k1 = 1) g2 : (k2 = 2) g3 : (k3 > 4) ∧ (k3 − k4 > 10)
We can sample each constraint independently and combine
them with Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. Let g1 , g2 , . . . , gm be a maximum independent
partition of ct (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξn ). Kc is the input set that satisfies
constraint c. We have the following equation in regard to the
size of Kc
|Kct (ξ1 ,ξ2 ,...,ξn ) | = |Kg1 | ∗ |Kg2 | ∗ . . . ∗ |Kgn |
With Theorem 1, we change the problem of counting the
number of solutions to a complicated constraint in a highdimension space into counting solutions to several small
constraints. We compute the maximum independent partition
by iterating each ξi and applying the function π over the
constraint ξi .
3) Multiple-step Monte Carlo Sampling: After we split
those constraints into several small constraints, we count the
number of solutions for each constraint. Even though the
dimension has been significantly reduced by the previous step,
this is still a #P problem.
We apply the “counting by sampling” method. For the
constraint gi = ci1 ∧ci2 ∧, . . . , ∧cij ∧, . . . , ∧cim , if the solution
satisfies gi , it should also satisfy any constraint from ci1 to cim .
In other words, Kcg i should be the subset of Kc1 , Kc2 , . . . ,
Kcm . We notice that ci usually has fewer inputs than gi . For
example, if cij has only one 8-bit input variable, we can find
the exact solution set Kcij of cij by trying every possible 256
solution. After that, we only generate random input numbers
for the other input variables in constraint gi . With this simple
yet effective trick, we reduce the number of input while still
ensuring accuracy.
4) Error Estimation: Our result has a probabilistic guarantee that the error of the estimated amount of leaked information
is less than 1 bit under the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) and
uncertainty propagation theorem.
Let n be the number of samples and ns be the number of
samples that satisfy the constraint C. Then we get p̂ = nns . If
we repeat the experiment multiple times, each time we get a p̂.
As each p̂ is independent and identically distributed, according
to the central limit theorem, the mean value should follow
√
the normal distribution p̄−E(p)
→ N (0, 1). Here E(p) is the
σ n
mean value of p, and σ is the standard variance of p. If we
use the observed value p̂ to calculate the standard deviation,
we can claim that we have 95%1 confidence that the error
∆p = p̄ − E(p) falls in the interval:
r
p̂(1 − p̂)
|∆p| ≤ 1.96
n
Since we use L = log2 p to estimate the amount of leaked
information, we can have the following error propagation
formula ∆L = p∆p
ln 2 by taking the derivative from Definition 1. For Abacus, we want the error of estimated leaked
information (∆L) to be less than 1 bit. So we get p∆p
ln 2 ≤ 1.

Definition 2. Given two constraints cm and cn , we call them
independent iff
π(cm ) ∩ π(cn ) = ∅
Based on the Definition 2, we can split the constraint
ct (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξn ) into several independent constraints. There
are many partitions. For our project, we are interested in the
following one.
Definition 3. For the constraint ct (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξn ), we call
the constraint group g1 , g2 , . . . , gm the maximum independent
partition of ct (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξn ) iff
1) g1 ∧ g2 ∧ . . . ∧ gm = ct (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξn )
2) ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , m} and i 6= j, π(gi ) ∩ π(gj ) = ∅
3) For any other partitions h1 , h2 , . . . , hm0 satisfy 1) and
2), m ≥ m0
The reason we want a good partition of constraints is we
want to reduce the dimensions. For example, a good partition
of F : (k1 = 1)∧(k2 = 2)∧(k3 > 4)∧(k3 −k4 > 10) would be

1 For a normal distribution, 95% of variable ∆p fall within two sigmas of
the mean.
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Binary Code
01010101011010
10101000100101
00110100101010
10110010101010
11110101000001
10100001101010

Trace
push ebp
mov ebp,
sub esp,
xor eax,
add eax,
add eax,

Formulas
k1&k2+k3 > 3
esp
0x18
eax
ebx
0x1f

(k1+k3) % 64 = 1
k1+k2+k4 = 0

Table II: Evaluation results overview: Name, Side-channel
Leaks (Leaks), Secret-dependent Control-flows (CF), Secretdependent Data-flows (DF), The number of instructions (# Instructions), Symbolic Execution (SE) and Monte Carlo (MC)
time.

Report
fead74b2:
fead74a1:
ffad3211:
ffad3111:
ffadd12f:
…

2
3
5
3
2

bits
bits
bits
bits
bits

k1
k1
k1
k1
k1

k2
k2
k2
k2
k2

k3
k4
k9
k7 k8
k3

Figure 5: The workflow of Abacus.
2

(1−p)
Therefore, as long as n ≥ 1.96
p(ln 2)2 , we have 95% confidence
that the error of estimated leaked information is less than 1
bit. During the simulation, if n and p satisfy this inequality,
the Monte Carlo simulation will terminate.

V. D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION
A. Design
Figure 5 shows the three steps of Abacus. First, we run the
target program with a concrete input (sensitive information)
under the dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) framework
to collect an execution trace. After that, we run the symbolic
execution to capture fine-grained semantic information for
each secret-dependent control-flow transfer and data access.
Finally, we run Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to estimate the
amount of leaked information.
1) Execution trace generation: The design goal of Abacus is to estimate the information leakage as precisely as
possible. We run the target binary under a dynamic binary
instrumentation (DBI) tool to record execution traces and
runtime information. Once the sensitive information is loaded
into memory, we start to collect the trace. In this step, we
mark variables and buffers that hold the sensitive data by
either annotating the source code (make_abacus_symbolic)
or telling the DBI tool of the memory address and the length
of secrets.
2) Instruction level symbolic execution: We model attackers’ observations from side-channel vulnerabilities with logic
formulas. Each formula captures the fine-grained information
between input secrets and leakage sites. The engine only
symbolically executes instruction that might be affected by
the input sensitive data. Abacus works on one path at a time.
The memory model is conceptually similar to other offline
executors (e.g., SAGE [46] and the trace-based executor of
BitBlaze [41]). That is, we use symbolic execution to track
secrets. When secrets are loaded into the memory, Abacus
starts to interpret instructions symbolically. We treat secrets as
symbols (S). For other variables, we use concrete values (C)
from the execution. We do not know which instruction may
manipulate a secret until we execute it. For each instruction,
if all its operands and implicit memory accesses are concrete
values, we perform concrete calculation and update the destination with the concrete value according to the instruction
semantics. Otherwise, we symbolically interpret the instruction
and update the destination with a formula.
3) Leakage estimation: We change the information leakage
quantification problem into the counting problem. We propose
a Monte Carlo method to estimate the number of satisfying
solutions. With the help of the Central Limit Theorem (CLT),
we also give an error estimate with the probability, which
provides us with the precision guarantee.

Name

# Leaks # CF

AES1
AES2
AES4
AES5
AES6
AES7
AES8
DES1
DES2
DES4
DES5
DES6
DES7
DES8

68
68
75
88
88
88
88
15
15
6
8
8
8
6

Chacha203
Poly13053
Argon2i3
Ed255193
ECDSA1
ECDSA2
ECDSA5
ECDSA6
ECDSA7
ECDSA8
ECDSA9
RSA1
RSA2
RSA4
RSA5
RSA6
RSA7
RSA8
RSA9
RSA10
RSA11
RSA12
Total
1

mbedTLS 2.5
OpenSSL 0.9.7
7
OpenSSL 1.1.0f
10
Libgcrypt 1.6.1
4

# DF

# Instructions

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

68
68
75
88
88
88
88
15
15
6
8
8
8
6

39,855
39,855
1,704
1,350
1,350
1,420
1,586
4,596
4,596
2,976
2,593
2,593
4,260
8,272

0
0
0
0
6
4
5
5
5
0
0

0
0
0
0
6
4
4
4
4
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0

149,353
1,213,937
4,595,142
5,713,619
4,214,946
4,192,558
8,248,322
8,263,599
6,100,465
10,244,076
9,266,191

6
12
107
38
36
31
4
8
11
14
8
904

6
12
105
27
27
22
4
8
9
14
8
241

0
0
2
11
9
9
0
0
2
0
0
663

22,109,246
24,484,441
17,002,523
14,468,307
15,285,210
16,390,750
18,207,016
18,536,796
9,527,231
10,513,606
27,407,986
167,141,947

2

mbedTLS 2.15
OpenSSL 1.0.2f
8
OpenSSL 1.1.1
11
Libgcrypt 1.7.3
5

SE
ms
512
520
231
36
35
36
43
58
57
163
166
165
182
229
seconds
2
15
37
271
48
102
101
100
76
121
102
minutes
39
44
23
29
40
34
8
5
2
14
113
341m

MC
ms
1,052
1,057
9,199
1,924
1,961
2,161
1,631
162
162
4,677
6,509
5,975
5,292
5,152
seconds
0
0
0
0
31
1639
62
58
42
0
59
minutes
41
251
428
436
714
490
53
780
38
503
6560
10,232m

3

Monocypher 3.0
OpenSSL 1.0.2k
OpenSSL 1.1.1g
12
Libgcrypt 1.8.5
6

9

B. Implementation
Abacus consists of 16,729 lines of code in C++17 and
Python. It has three components: an Intel Pin tool that collects
the execution trace, the instruction-level symbolic execution
engine, and the backend that estimates the information leakage.
Our current implementation supports most Intel 32-bit instructions that are essential to find memory-based side-channel
vulnerabilities, including bitwise operations, control transfer,
data movement, and logic instructions. The tool uses the real
values to update the registers and memory for instructions that
the implementation does not support. Therefore, the tool may
miss some leakages but will not raise false positives.
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the latter case, it means Abacus cannot estimate the amount
of leakage with a probabilistic guarantee. We manually check
these leakage sites and find most of them are quite severe. We
will present the details in the subsequent sections.

VI. E VALUATION
We evaluate Abacus on widely used crypto libraries including OpenSSL, mbedTLS, Libgcrypt and Monocypher. We
mark variables and buffers that store a secret. For DES and
AES, we mark symmetric keys as secrets. For RSA, we
mark private keys as secrets. For ECDSA, we mark nonces
and private keys as secrets. We build the source program
into 32-bit x86 Linux executables with GCC 7.5 running on
Ubuntu 16.04. We run our experiments on a 2.90GHz Intel
Xeon(R) E5-2690 CPU with 128GB RAM. The execution time
is calculated on a single-core. During our evaluation process,
we are interested in the following aspects:
1) Identifying side-channels leakages. Is Abacus effective to detect side-channels in real-world crypto systems? (§VI-A and §VI-B)
2) Quantifying side-channel leakages. Can Abacus precisely report the number of leaked bits in crypto libraries? Is the number of leaked bits reported by Abacus useful to justify the severity levels of each sidechannel vulnerability? (§VI-C1, §VI-C2, §VI-C3)

B. Comparison with the Existing Tools
In this section, we compare Abacus with the existing tracebased side-channel detection tools on vulnerability detections.
For other tools, we use the data in the paper. As other tools
do not quantify leakage sites, we only include the time of
detecting vulnerabilities to perform a fair comparison.
The comparison result with CacheD [14] is shown in
Table III. Note that one statement in the source code can be
compiled into several machine instructions. So it is possible
that one statement can have multiple leakage points. Under
the circumstance, we think it is only a leakage. We have
confirmed that Abacus can identify all the secret-dependent
data access vulnerabilities reported by CacheD. In addition,
Abacus finds many new ones. CacheD fails to detect some
vulnerabilities for two reasons. First, CacheD can only detect
secret-dependent data access vulnerabilities. Abacus can detect secret-dependent control-flows as well. Second, according
to the CacheD paper, CacheD times out after 20 hours to
process asymmetric ciphers. CacheD applies some domain
knowledge to simplify and speed up the analysis. While those
optimizations do not introduce false positives, they may miss
some vulnerabilities. We notice that the number of instructions
in those traces are different due to the different analysis
starting functions and building options during the evaluation.
Table III shows that Abacus is faster than CacheD. Abacus is
much faster than CacheD when analyzing the same number of
instructions. For example, when we test Abacus on AES from
OpenSSL 0.9.7, Abacus is over 100x faster than CacheD.
DATA [16] identifies side-channel leakages by finding differences in execution traces of the test program under various
secret inputs. According to the original DATA paper, it uses
443 different traces to analyze the side-channel vulnerabilities
in symmetric cyphers and 450 different traces to analyze
the side-channel vulnerabilities in asymmetric cyphers. On
the other hand, Abacus detects side-channel vulnerabilities
from one execution trace. Abacus uses symbolic analysis
to extract formulas that model each side-channel leakage.
After that, we sample the formula with various secret inputs
to detect and quantify each leakage site. In theory, DATA
might have better code coverage than Abacus because it
uses more execution traces, but Abacus has the following
advantages. a) Abacus is faster than DATA. For example, it
takes 116 minutes for DATA to detect vulnerabilities in the
RSA implementation in OpenSSL 1.1.0f. Abacus only spends
34 minutes, as shown in Table II. It takes 13 minutes and
20 minutes for DATA to analyze the side-channel leakages
in AES and DES, respectively. On the other hand, Abacus
finishes its analysis in less than ten seconds while finding
all the leakages reported by DATA. b) Because Abacus does
not run the test program again when we have a new secret
input, Abacus can test more input secrets on those formulas

A. Evaluation Result Overview
Table II summarizes the results. Abacus finds 904 leaks
in the crypto libraries. Among these 904 leaks, 241 are due
to secret-dependent control-flow transfers and 663 are due to
secret-dependent data accesses.
Abacus also finds that most side-channel vulnerabilities
leak very little information in practice, which confirms our
initial assumption. However, Abacus finds some vulnerabilities with severe leakages. Prior research has confirmed
that some of these vulnerabilities can be exploited in real
attacks. With our tool, developers can distinguish non-critical
“vulnerabilities” from severe ones.
Symmetric encryption implementations in OpenSSL and
mbedTLS have significant leakage due to their lookup table
implementations. Abacus confirms that those leakage comes
from table lookups. The new implementation of OpenSSL has
adopted several methods (e.g., one single S-box instead of four
lookup tables, smaller lookup tables) to mitigate the problem.
Those changes are rather easy but significantly decrease the
total amount of leaked information as the quantification result
indicates.
We also evaluate our tool on the RSA implementation. With
the optimization introduced in §IV, we need not apply domain
knowledge to simplify the analysis. Our tool identifies all
leakage sites reported by CacheD [14] and find new leaks
in less time. We also find newer versions of RSA in OpenSSL
have fewer leaks. We will discuss the version changes and
corresponding leakages in §VI-C2.
Abacus can estimate how much information is leaked from
each vulnerability. During the evaluation, for each leakage site,
Abacus will stop once 1) it has 95% confidence that the error
of the estimated leaked information is less than 1 bit, which
gives the leakage quantification a precision guarantee, or 2)
it cannot reach the termination condition after 10 minutes. In
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Table III: Comparison with CacheD: Time, Secret-dependent
Control-flows (CF), Secret-dependent Data-flows (DF), The
Number of Instructions (# Instructions).

troduced this change. OpenSSL version 1.0.2f, 1.0.2k, and
1.1.0f almost have the same amount of leakage. We check the
ChangeLog and find only one change to patch vulnerability
CVE-2016-0702. Abacus finds OpenSSL 1.1.1 and 1.1.1g
have significantly less leaked information than other versions.
We check the ChangeLog of these two versions and find a
claim that the new RSA implementation adopts “numerous
side-channel attack mitigation”, which proves the effectiveness
of our quantifying method.
Our quantification result shows vulnerabilities that leak
significant amounts of information are more likely to be fixed
in the updated version. As presented in Figure 6, OpenSSL
0.9.7 has several severe leaks from function bn_sqr_comba8,
which is a main component of the OpenSSL big number
implementation. Shown in Figure 7, it has a secret-dependent
control flow at line 8. The value of the function parameter a
is derived from the secret key. As function bn_sqr_comba8
calls the macro (sqr_add_c2) multiple times, and the code
can leak some information each time. Abacus indicates the
vulnerability is quite serious. It was patched in OpenSSL 1.1.1.
In Figure 8, control-flows transfers are replaced so there are no
leaks in the function sqr_add_c2 in OpenSSL 1.1.1. We note
that line 4 and 9 in Figure 7 both contain if branches. However,
they are not leaks because most compilers use add with
carry instruction to eliminate the branch. In addition, branches
can be compiled into non-branch machine instructions with
conditional moves. We notice a bitwise operation in Libgcrypt
1.8.5 is compiled to a conditional jump, which leads to a sidechannel leakage. Therefore, source-level code reviews are not
accurate enough to detect side-channels.
For vulnerabilities that leak less amount of information,
developers are more reluctant to fix them. For example,
OpenSSL 0.9.7 adds a fixed windows version of function
BN_mod_exp_mont_consttime to replace original function
BN_mod_exp_mont. Abacus detects a minor vulnerability
in the original function that can leak the last bit of the big
number m. In the updated version, developers make the fixed
windows the default option and rewrite most of the function.
However, the leakage site still exists in OpenSSL 1.1.1.
3) Monocypher: Monocypher is a small, easy to use
cryptographic library with performance comparable to LibSodium [47] and NaCl [48]. We choose four ciphers that
are designed to be side-channel resistant from the library.
Because those ciphers have no data flow from secrets to
branch conditions and load addresses. Monocypher should be
safe under our threat models. We analyze those ciphers with
Abacus, and it reports no leaks. This indicates that Abacus
is effective for validating countermeasures.

CacheD
Abacus
Name
Time (s) # Instructions DF Time (s) # Instructions CF+DF
AES1
43.4
791 48
0.23
1,704
0+75
AES2
48.5
2,410 32
0.04
1,350
0+88
RSA1
199.3
674,797 1
1,351.6
17,002,523 105+2
RSA2
165.6
473,392 1
1,753.3
14,468,307 27+11
RSA3
11542.3
26,848,103 2
128.1
9,527,231
9+2
RSA4
10788.9
27,775,053 0
891.7
10,513,606
14+0
Total
22,788.0
55,738,546 84
4,125.0
51,514,721 155+178
# of Instructions per second
CacheD: 2,445
Abacus: 12,489
1

OpenSSL 0.9.7

2

OpenSSL 1.0.2f

3

Libgcrypt 1.6.1

4

Libgcrypt 1.7.3

within the same time to achieve better precision. c) DATA
tries to use leakage models (domain knowledge) to classify
each leakage. The strength of Abacus is that it does not
need such domain knowledge. DATA reports 278 control-flow
and 460 memory-access leaks for the RSA implementation in
OpenSSL 1.1.0f. Among those leakages, they find one new
vulnerability in RSA after some manual analysis. Abacus
finds the vulnerability and reports the vulnerability is severe
(int_bn_mod_inverse leaks more than 14.9 bits and BN_div
leaks more than 17.2 bits), which helps identify real sensitive
leaks. For each leakage site, Abacus can provide concrete
examples to trigger the issue and give an estimation to assess
the severity level of the vulnerability.
C. Case Studies
1) Symmetric Ciphers: DES and AES: We test both DES
and AES ciphers from mbedTLS and OpenSSL. Both cipher
implementations apply lookup tables, which improve performance but can also introduce side-channels as well. During our
evaluation, we find mbedTLS 2.5 and 2.15.1 have the same
implementation of AES and DES. Therefore, our tool reports
the same leakages for both versions.
We find that the DES implementations in both mbedTLS
and OpenSSL have several severe information leakages in the
key schedule function. We do not see any mitigation in the
new version. We think it is not seen as worth the engineering
efforts given the life cycles of DES.
Abacus shows that the AES in OpenSSL 1.1.1 has less
leakage than other versions. OpenSSL 1.1.1 uses 1KB lookup
tables with 8-bit entries, unlike older versions that use a table
with 32-bit entries. Our tool suggests a smaller lookup table
might mitigate side-channel vulnerabilities.
2) Asymmetric Ciphers: RSA: We also evaluate Abacus on
RSA. Due to the page limit, we do not present the detailed
leakage report. As shown in Figure 6, the result indicates that
the newer versions of OpenSSL leak less information than
earlier versions. After version 0.9.7g, OpenSSL adopts a fixedwindow mod_exp_mont implementation for RSA. With this
design, the sequence of squares and multiples and the memory
access patterns are independent of the secret key. Abacus’s
result confirms the new exponentiation implementation has
mitigated most leakages effectively because the four newer
versions have fewer leakages than version 0.9.7, which in-

VII. D ISCUSSIONS AND L IMITATIONS
While recent work found many side-channel vulnerabilities,
we note that many of them have not been patched by developers. Side-channels are ubiquitous in software and it would
be difficult to fix all of them. We need a tool that estimates
the sensitivity of each vulnerability so software engineers can
focus on “severe” leakages. For example, Abacus reports
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Figure 6: Side-channel leakages in different implementations of RSA in OpenSSL. We round the number of leaked information
into the nearest integer. The mark ∗ means timeout (see §VI-A).
independent. Abacus captures most fine-grained information
1 # define mul_add_c2(a,b,c0,c1,c2)
\
2
t=(BN_ULLONG)a*b;
\
by modeling each leak during the execution as a formula and
3
tt=(t+t)&BN_MASK;
\
the conjunction of the formulas to describe its total effect.
4
if (tt < t) c2++;
\
5
t1=(BN_ULONG)Lw(tt);
\
Some leakage sites (e.g., square and multiply) can leak one
6
t2=(BN_ULONG)Hw(tt);
\
particular bit of the original key, but some leakage sites leak
_
7
c0=(c0+t1)&BN MASK2;
\
8
if ((c0 < t1) && (((++t2)&BN_MASK2) == 0)) c2++; \
one bit from several bytes in the original key. Abacus can
9
c1=(c1+t2)&BN_MASK2; if ((c1) < t2) c2++;
capture the dependency among the leaks and reports more
precise leakage information.
Figure 7: Macro sqr_add_c2 in OpenSSL 0.9.7
Abacus reaches full precision if the number of estimated
1 # define mul_add_c2(a,b,c0,c1,c2)
do { \
leaked bits equals to Definition 1. Abacus may lose precision
2
BN_ULONG ta = (a), tb = (b);
\
from the memory model it uses in theory. However, we did
3
BN_ULONG lo, hi, tt;
\
4
BN_UMULT_LOHI(lo,hi,ta,tb);
\
not find false positives caused by the imprecise memory model
5
c0 += lo; tt = hi+((c0<lo)?1:0);
\
during our evaluation. Sampling introduces imprecision but
6
c1 += tt; c2 += (c1<tt)?1:0;
\
7
c0 += lo; hi += (c0<lo)?1:0;
\
with a probabilistic guarantee. However, during the evaluation,
8
c1 += hi; c2 += (c1<hi)?1:0;
\
we find that Abacus cannot estimate the amount of leakage
9
} while(0)
for some leakage sites in a reasonable time, which means the
Figure 8: Macro sqr_add_c2 in OpenSSL 1.1.1
number of K o is very small. According to Definition 1, it
means the leakage is very severe. The sampling method in
that the modular exponentiation using square and multiply §IV seems simple and may miss some leakages (e.g., chosen
algorithms can leak more information than a key validation ciphertext attacks) in theory. However, the evaluation result
shows Abacus can identify all leakages found by the previous
function.
Software developers can use Abacus to find severe vulner- work [14], [18], [19].
abilities and reason about countermeasures. Abacus estimates
VIII. R ELATED W ORK
the amount of leaked information for each side-channel leakage in one execution trace. Abacus is useful for software
There is a vast amount of work on side channel detecengineers to test programs and fix vulnerabilities. The design,
tion [14], [16]–[20], [51], mitigation [38], [52]–[59], inforwhich is more precise in reporting true leakages as compared
mation quantification [23], [33]–[35], [60]–[65], and model
with other static methods [49], [50], obviously misses leakages
counting [35], [66]–[69]. Here we only present work closely
on unexplored traces. The amount of leaked information also
related to ours. Due to space limit, we do not discuss related
depends on the secret key. However, as the tool is intended
work on side-channel attacks.
for debugging and testing, we think it is a software engineer’s
responsibility to select the input key and trigger the path
in which they are interested. It is not a problem for crypto A. Detection and Mitigation
software since virtually all keys follow similar computational
CacheAudit [20] uses abstract domains to compute an over
paths.
approximation of cache-based side-channel information leakWe use the amount of leaked information to represent the age upper bound. However, it is difficult to judge the sensitive
sensitivity level of each side-channel vulnerability. Although level of the side-channel leakage based on the leakage proimperfect, Abacus produces a reasonable measurement for vided by CacheAudit. CacheS [19] improves on CacheAudit
each leak. For example, the simple modular exponentiation with new abstract domains that only track secret-related code.
is notoriously famous for multiple side-channel attacks [36]. Like CacheAudit, CacheS cannot indicate the sensitive level
During the execution, a single leak point may execute multiple of side-channel vulnerabilities. CaSym [18] introduces a static
times and each time leak a different bit. In this case, Abacus cache-aware symbolic reasoning technique to cover multiple
reports that the vulnerability can leak the whole key. However, paths in a target program. Again, their approaches cannot
not every leak point inside a loop is severe. If a site in the loop evaluate the sensitive level for each side-channel vulnerability,
leaks the same bit from the original key, and these leaks are not and it only work on small code snippets.
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The dynamic approach, usually consists of taint analysis
and symbolic execution, can perform a very precise analysis. CacheD [14] takes a concrete execution trace and runs
symbolic execution on the trace to get the formula of each
memory address. CacheD is quite precise in avoiding false
positives. However, CacheD is not able to detect secretdependent control-flows. We adopted a similar approach to
model the secret-dependent data accesses. Abacus differs
from CacheD in that we do not use traditional taint tracking or domain knowledge to cut the trace when identifying
secret-dependent data access vulnerabilities. Abacus works
on machine instructions directly instead of intermediate representations. Moreover, Abacus finds secret-dependent controlflows at the same time and gives a precise quantification of the
leakage. DATA [16] detects address-based side-channel vulnerabilities by comparing different execution traces under various
test inputs. After collecting execution traces, DATA aligns
them and finds the differences. It uses statistical hypothesis
testing to find true leakages. However, both imperfect trace
alignment and statistical testing result that DATA can produce
false positives. MicroWalk [17] uses mutual information (MI)
between sensitive input and execution state to detect sidechannels.
Both hardware [38], [52]–[55], [70] and software [49], [56]–
[59] side-channels mitigation techniques have been proposed
recently. Hardware countermeasures, including partitioning
hardware resources [52], randomizing cache accesses [38],
[55], and designing new architecture [71], require changes to
complex processors and are complex to adopt. On the contrary,
software approaches are usually easy to implement. Coppens
et al. [57] uses a compiler to eliminate key-dependent controlflow transfers. Crane et al. [59] mitigated side-channels by
randomizing software. As for crypto libraries, the basic idea
is to eliminate key-dependent control-flow transfers and data
accesses. Common approaches include bit-slicing [72], [73]
and unifying control-flows [57].

average leakage for one-fixed public input. CHALICE [35]
quantifies the leaked information for a given cache behavior.
It symbolically reasons about cache behavior and estimates the
amount of leaked information based on cache miss/hit. Their
approach only scale to small programs, which limits its usage
in real-world applications. On the contrary, Abacus assesses
the sensitive level of side-channels with different granularities.
It can also analyze side-channels in real-world crypto libraries.
C. Model Counting
Model counting refers to the problem of computing the
number of models for a propositional formula (#SAT). There
are two approaches to solving the problem, exact model
counting and approximate model counting. We focus on approximate model counting since it is our approach. Wei and
Selman [66] introduce ApproxCount, a local search based
method using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). ApproxCount has the better scalability than exact model counters.
Other approximate model counter includes SampleCount [67],
Mbound [68], and MiniCount [69]. Unlike ApproxCount,
these model counters can give lower or upper bounds with
guarantees. Despite the rapid development of model counters
for SAT and some research [76], [77] on Modulo Theories
model counting (#SMT), they cannot be directly applied to
side channel leakage quantification. ApproxFlow [60] uses
ApproxMC [78] for information flow quantification, but it has
only been tested with small programs.
IX. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel method to quantify memorybased side-channel leakage. We implement the method in
a prototype called Abacus and show its effectiveness in
finding and quantifying side-channel leakage. With the new
definition of information leakage that models actual sidechannel attackers, quantifying the number of leaked bits helps
understand the severity level of side-channel vulnerabilities.
The evaluation confirms that Abacus is useful in estimating
the amount of leaked information in real-world applications.

B. Quantification
Proposed by Denning [74] and Gray [75], Quantitative
Information Flow (QIF) aims at providing an estimation of the
amount of leaked information from the sensitive information
given the public output. If zero bits of the information are
leaked, the program is called non-interference. McCamant and
Ernst [62] quantify the information leakage as the network
flow capacity. Backes et al. [23] propose an automated method
for QIF by computing an equivalence relation on the set
of input keys. But the approach cannot handle real-world
programs with bitwise operations. Phan et al. [63] propose
symbolic QIF. The goal of their work is to ensure a program
is non-interference. They adopt an over approximation method
to estimate the total information leakage and their method does
not work for secret-dependent memory access side-channels.
Pasareanu et al. [65] combine symbolic analysis and MaxSMT solving to synthesize the concrete public input that
can lead to the worst case leakage. They assume the target
program has multiple different input secrets and calculate the

X. DATA AVAILABILITY
Abacus is publicly available at https://github.com/s3team/
Abacus. The repository also contains benchmarks, metadata,
and raw results of our experiments.
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